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GENIVI Alliance to Host Automotive Technical Summit in Bangalore
Event Will Inform and Equip the Automotive Software Community with New Approaches

SAN RAMON, Calif. – Sept. 14, 2018 – The GENIVI Alliance, a collaborative community of
automakers and their suppliers developing open software for in-vehicle infotainment (IVI) and
the connected car, will hold a two-day Automotive Technical Summit on October 10-11 in
Bengaluru (Bangalore), India.
GENIVI technical experts will present the GENIVI vehicle domain interaction strategy launched
last October, and the progress made on strategic projects including graphics sharing and
distributed HMI, communication protocols and the use of hypervisors in a cockpit context where
safety, in-vehicle infotainment (IVI) and connected mobile device domains must interact.
“GENIVI is pleased to engage the broad, automotive software ecosystem in India and looks
forward to empowering participants with awareness of new technologies for automotive
software,” said Steve Crumb, executive director, GENIVI Alliance. “As GENIVI moved from IVI
into the fully-integrated digital cockpit, we have uncovered beneficial approaches that anyone
building automotive software must understand.”
The two-day event will be held at the Sheraton Grande Bangalore Hotel at Brigade Gateway
and will appeal to architects, developers, HMI designers, product managers and technical
managers who work on IVI and integrated cockpit products.
GENIVI will present results from its domain interaction projects and hold project working
sessions so that participants can learn from global experts. A full-day track will also introduce
the Ramses software, recently contributed to GENIVI, as one framework for defining, storing
and distributing 3D scenes for display on multiple in-vehicle screens.

The event is open to anyone interested in emerging technologies in automotive software.
Details on the program, venue and registration can be found at http://genivievents.com.
About GENIVI Alliance
The GENIVI Alliance is a non-profit alliance focused on delivering open source, in-vehicle
infotainment (IVI) and connected vehicle software. The alliance provides its members with a
global development community of more than 140 companies, joining automotive software
stakeholders with world-class developers in a collaborative environment, resulting in free, open
source automotive middleware. GENIVI is headquartered in San Ramon, Calif.
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